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Abstract 

Workplace mistreatment is common in healthcare, especially among nurses, who may 

experience mistreatment from different sources, yet must carry out essential, public-facing 

duties. However, researchers have typically studied forms of mistreatment in isolation. This 

paper investigates the combined relationship between abusive supervision (i.e., vertical 

mistreatment) and workplace bullying (i.e., horizontal mistreatment) on job satisfaction and 

public service motivation among nurses. Drawing from self-determination theory, we 

examine how experiencing workplace mistreatment can thwart the fulfilment of 

psychological needs, operationalised as job satisfaction. Experiencing workplace bullying 

alongside abusive supervision is predicted to worsen this relationship. In turn, nurses are less 

likely to internalise their organisation’s values, leading to less public service motivation. We 

tested our hypotheses on 219 Australian public sector nurses via an online survey, with a 

temporal separation of six weeks. Results suggest that abusive supervision has an indirect 

negative association with public service motivation, via job satisfaction. Workplace bullying 

moderated the indirect relationship at high and low levels, though the indirect relationship 

was stronger at low levels. Our study contributes to a well-rounded understanding of 

workplace mistreatment, particularly within the context of self-determination theory, and to 

our understanding of how public service motivation is affected by employees’ social 

environment.  

 

Keywords: Abusive supervision; Workplace bullying; Public service motivation; Workplace 

mistreatment; Nursing 
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Job satisfaction and public service motivation in Australian nurses: The effects of 

abusive supervision and workplace bullying 

Introduction 

The healthcare sector is undoubtedly an important part of a functioning society, with 

nurses playing a fundamental role. Despite this, years of research have consistently indicated 

that nurses experience high amounts of workplace mistreatment and at greater rates than non-

nursing staff (e.g., Johnson & Rea, 2009; Quine, 2001). Defined as negative interpersonal 

behaviours directed at someone at work (Dhanani & LaPalme, 2019), workplace 

mistreatment can come from various sources; notably, there is horizontal mistreatment, 

perpetrated by colleagues in the form of workplace bullying (e.g., Blackstock et al., 2015), 

and vertical mistreatment, perpetrated by supervisors via abusive supervision (Mackey et al., 

2015). Researchers and practitioners have focused more on this social issue, particularly as 

we better understand its prevalence and severity. A 2019 survey of 33 London hospital trusts 

found that 41% of nurses and healthcare assistants reported experiencing bullying, 

harassment, and abuse (Ford, 2020), while an Australian report suggested a higher figure of 

60% (Burnside, 2019). Such figures have negative organisational and societal implications, as 

indicated by a 2010 American survey found that costs associated with workplace 

mistreatment in healthcare were estimated at 4.1 billion USD. However, the figure may 

actually be higher as it does not account for lost productivity, turnover, and litigation costs 

(Asfaw et al., 2014). Workplace mistreatment is, therefore, a serious topic with negative 

consequences at the individual, organisational, and societal level. Along with the severe 

mental and physical effects experienced by targets, there are increasing level of nursing 

shortages due to high turnover in many countries (Haddad et al., 2020), making it clear that 

workplace mistreatment is an important topic for both practitioners, hospital administrators, 

and researchers alike.  
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One of our key research aims is to understand the influence of simultaneous forms of 

mistreatment, or ‘multisource mistreatment’. Researchers have traditionally studied 

mistreatment in isolation when, in fact, employees may be victimised by different parties, 

such as from both colleagues and supervisors (e.g., Zhou et al., 2020). While it is difficult to 

address external forms of mistreatment, such as from patients or the public, hospital 

managers may have more power in addressing negative behaviours from staff.  

The effects of multisource mistreatment are not well understood, while studies on how 

mistreatment affects attitudinal outcomes are also relatively lacking. A study by Carter and 

colleagues (2013) of the UK National Healthcare Service found that negative behaviours 

were most frequently reported as coming from supervisors (51.5%) and then by peers 

(31.1%), while Johnson and Rea’s (2009) study of the Australian sector found similar results 

(supervisors: 50%, peers: 38%). Although there are few papers that explicitly measure the 

prevalence of multisource mistreatment, healthcare research has indicated that targets of 

abusive supervision are also more likely to carry out bullying between colleagues and 

unethical behaviours themselves (e.g., Chu, 2014; Mackey et al., 2017). This suggests that, in 

conjunction with the high prevalence figures, there is a good chance of overlap, whereby 

employees experience horizontal and vertical mistreatment concurrently. This area has been 

relatively unexplored but may provide substantial insight into targets’ overall experiences of 

workplace mistreatment.  

Our second aim is to examine the effects of workplace mistreatments on nurses’ 

attitudes to their work and beyond within the context of multisource mistreatment. Drawing 

from Deci and Ryan’s (2009) self-determination theory (SDT), we propose that workplace 

mistreatment thwarts the fulfilment of nurses’ basic psychological needs of competency, 

relatedness, and autonomy, which will negatively affect nurses’ job satisfaction. Job 

satisfaction, defined as one’s attitude towards their work (Brayfield & Rothe, 1951), has a 
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central place in the nomological network that encompasses many of the work-related attitudes 

and has been conceptualised as the fulfilment of psychological needs in organisational SDT 

(Deci et al., 2017; Fernandez & Moldogaziev, 2015; Vansteenkiste et al., 2007). This in-role 

dissatisfaction will ‘spill over’ beyond their job and negatively affect nurses’ wider attitudes 

towards their sector and duties, which we conceptualise using public service motivation 

(PSM), defined as one’s desire to serve the public through compassion and public interest 

(Kjeldsen, 2012). 

Our study offers several contributions. First, it explores the interactive effects of 

abusive supervision and workplace bullying, two forms of mistreatment popularly studied in 

isolation in healthcare and management research. By examining the interactive effects of 

mistreatment, researchers can have a better overall understanding of nurses’ experiences at 

work. Second, our study contextualises PSM in workplace mistreatment. Studies have 

typically studied PSM in relation to role- or organisation-specific stressors, such as red tape 

(e.g., Giauque et al., 2012), rather than interpersonal stressors like abusive supervision or 

bullying. Moreover, our work builds upon recent research suggesting that PSM is a malleable 

construct shaped by one’s experiences at work, rather than a fixed variable that individuals 

possess even prior to entering a job (e.g., Corduneanu et al., 2020; Jensen & Vestergaard, 

2017). Finally, our study integrates workplace mistreatment, a common organisational 

behaviour topic, and public administration research by drawing on conceptual similarities 

using SDT. 

Self-determination theory 

SDT is one of the most popular macro-theories of motivation and has been used to 

explain human behaviour and well-being across a variety of settings (e.g., Deci & Ryan, 

2009). At its core, SDT proposes that motivation can be generally categorised into two 
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‘types’. The most desirable type is intrinsic motivation, which refers to volitional behaviours 

that are curious and spontaneous. In intrinsically-motivated behaviours, outcomes are related 

to the task; that is, simply ‘doing’ the behaviour is a reward in itself (Ryan & Deci, 2000). 

Alternatively, extrinsic motivation refers to behaviours that are contingent upon a reward 

separate from the task. Extrinsic motivation is, therefore, instrumental in that it is focused on 

a separate outcome (Deci et al., 2017). An example of this may be employees who are 

motivated to at work for financial or social rewards. Deci and Ryan (2009) further proposed 

that there should be supportive conditions in place to maintain motivationally optimal states. 

Specifically, environments should support the fulfilment of basic psychological needs, 

outlined as the need for autonomy (the desire to be aligned with one’s ‘true self’ by acting 

how they wish), relatedness (the desire for a sense of belonging, experiencing interpersonal 

security), and competency (the desire for mastery).  

Deci and colleagues (2017) note that a key tension in organisations is ensuring that 

employees have their psychological needs met in the workplace. It is assumed that intrinsic 

motivation is higher when employees’ needs are fulfilled, which will lead to beneficial 

outcomes. SDT has also been applied to understanding nurses’ motivations, particularly as 

the job is often associated with altruism and a desire to benefit society while helping others 

(e.g., Messineo et al., 2019), suggesting that motivations are ‘beyond’ extrinsic rewards like 

pay.  

Within organisational research, researchers are interested in outcomes related to both 

workplace performance and attitudes, like job satisfaction (Deci et al., 2017; Vansteenkiste et 

al., 2007). Job satisfaction is a key workplace attitude in understanding important, distal 

outcomes, such as performance or turnover (Fernandez & Moldogaziev, 2015). Moreover, 

recent work (e.g., Breaugh et al., 2018) suggests that SDT has a strong relationship to job 

satisfaction. Researchers, such as Gagné and Deci (2005), suggest that intrinsically motivated 
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employees are more likely to feel fulfilled in their roles, and therefore report higher job 

satisfaction. They argue that job satisfaction can be conceptualised as the fulfilment of basic 

needs, as satisfied employees are likely to be engaged at work (competency), are not stifled in 

how they wish to act (autonomy) and feel connected to their workplace (relatedness).   

According to Ryan and Deci (2000), SDT emphasises the importance of the social 

environment in influencing need and motivational fulfilment. We propose that destructive 

interactions, such as workplace mistreatment, can undermine employee’s intrinsic motivation 

by thwarting their basic needs. Given that nurses encounter a disproportionate amount of 

mistreatment at work from many sources (e.g., Blackstock et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2020), it 

is important to understand how SDT can explain negative events, as well as positive ones. 

The next section will discuss constructs related to workplace mistreatment and its negative 

relationship to job satisfaction can be explained through an SDT lens as the thwarting of 

basic needs and intrinsic motivation.  

Workplace mistreatment and self-determination theory 

Defined as negative interpersonal behaviours directed at someone at work (Dhanani & 

LaPalme, 2019), workplace mistreatment can have dire consequences on targets and beyond, 

making it a popular topic with researchers and practitioners alike. Research has linked 

workplace mistreatment with poor mental and physical health, turnover intention, and worse 

job attitudes (e.g., Einarsen et al., 2011). It is important to understand workplace 

mistreatment in nursing contexts as they are a significant population within the healthcare, 

with a recent Australian report suggesting that nurses and midwives account for 57% of all 

healthcare staff (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2020). Moreover, nurses’ 

negative experiences may have direct consequences on patient well-being, as noted in a 
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recent study suggesting that higher levels of mistreatment, from supervisors and fellow 

nurses, increased perceptions of patient safety risk (Laschinger, 2014).  

Research indicates that nurses are subjected to mistreatment from many sources (Zhou 

et al., 2020); within the organisation, Johnson and Rea (2009) notes that nurses are vulnerable 

to abuse from ‘above’ (abusive supervision) or from colleagues and fellow nurses (workplace 

bullying). Abusive supervision describes interactions in which followers perceive their 

supervisors to engage in hostile verbal and non-verbal behaviours (Tepper, 2000), such as 

hurtful remarks, public humiliation, or scapegoating. It is a form of vertical mistreatment 

whereby the perpetrator victimises an employee who is below them on the organisational 

hierarchy (e.g., Mackey et al., 2015).  

Within healthcare, abusive supervision appears to be the most common form of 

mistreatment. Similar to the general working population, nurses who perceive abusive 

supervision tend to report greater health problems and sustained negative emotions, which 

deplete nurses’ mental and physical health (Chu, 2014; Rodwell et al., 2014). There is also 

evidence to suggest that abusive supervision is detrimental to attitudinal outcomes, as abused 

workers report poor job satisfaction and motivation (Fischer et al., 2021).  

Workplace bullying, alternatively, is a form of horizontal mistreatment as it is 

characterised as occurring between colleagues or equals (Johnson, 2009). It is defined as 

“harassing, offending, or socially excluding someone or negatively affecting someone’s work” 

(Einarsen et al., 2011, p. 22). Workplace bullying is similar to abusive supervision in that it is 

characterised by repetitive and persistent acts that occur over a period of time. However, 

there is no formal hierarchical distinction between perpetrator and target, though perpetrators 

may become more powerful, informally, as the bullying wears targets down (Einarsen et al., 

2011).  
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Within the general population, researchers estimate that an average of 14.6% of 

employees are experiencing bullying at any one time (Nielsen et al., 2010), though the figure 

may be higher among nurses, who often work in high stress environments and interact 

regularly with colleagues. One of the first studies of bullying’s prevalence in nurses, within a 

British National Health Service trust, found that 45% of nursing respondents experienced 

bullying within the last year, higher than rates reported by other hospital staff (Quine, 2001). 

Workplace bullying has been linked to lower well-being, such as poor mental health and 

chronic fatigue among targets (e.g., Nielsen & Einarsen, 2012). Targets also tend to report 

lower levels of job satisfaction (e.g., Loh et al., 2010). 

Researchers have explained the detrimental effects of workplace mistreatment using 

SDT’s framework (e.g., Van den Broeck et al., 2016; Trépanier et al., 2016). Specifically, 

mistreatment obstructs fulfilment of the people’s basic psychological needs, such as those for 

autonomy, relatedness, and competence. Regarding autonomy, targets may feel unable to act 

as they truly wish as they are afraid of provoking perpetrators. Further, Trépanier and 

colleagues (2013) suggest that they may also feel less of a sense of ownership at work. For 

example, an abusive supervisor with a tendency to micromanage subordinates may stifle 

feelings of autonomy; a supervisor “invad[ing] my privacy” is an item in a Tepper’s (2000) 

measure of abusive supervision.  

Regarding feelings of relatedness, targets are less likely to feel connected to those 

around them if they are being excluded or mistreated. This lack of relatedness may be 

compounded if others fail to intervene despite being aware of bullying, as bystanders often 

remain silent when witnessing incidents (e.g., Ng et al., 2020).  

Finally, regarding the need for competence, both workplace bullying and abusive 

supervision are characterised with behaviours that disparage or invalidate targets’ views, 
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which likely thwarts perceptions of mastery (Notelaer et al., 2019; Tepper, 2000; Trépanier et 

al., 2013). Low and colleagues (2021) suggest that nurses experiencing abusive supervision 

are at a career disadvantage compared to non-targeted peers, as they do not have constructive, 

mentoring-type relationships with supervisors. Therefore, mistreatment not only thwarts 

existing competency (e.g., feeling assured that your current skills are valid), but also prevents 

future competencies from developing through the lack of mentorship. 

Research consistently links abusive supervision and bullying, both facets of workplace 

mistreatment, with poor attitudinal outcomes, such as job satisfaction. However, our 

understanding of the interactive effects of both mistreatment types is limited. We propose that 

simultaneously experiencing abusive supervision and bullying creates a “resource loss spiral”, 

a term popularised in the Job Demands-Resources literature (e.g., Demerouti et al., 2001), 

whereby multiple stressors placed upon the individual accumulates and leads to even worse 

outcomes than if only one is present (Rodríguez-Muñoz et al., 2020). While mainly used in 

the context of health and work engagement (e.g., Ng et al., 2021), this demand accumulation 

can be used in SDT to explain how simultaneous negative events interact to worsen 

perceptions of job satisfaction. As such, they may create a combined obstruction on the 

fulfilment of needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Employees’ needs are 

thwarted when experiencing abusive supervision, which nurses report as the most frequently 

experienced form of mistreatment (Quine, 2001); this is further worsened when also 

experiencing bullying from colleagues. Therefore, we propose: 

Hypothesis 1: Workplace bullying will moderate the negative relationship between 

abusive supervision and job satisfaction. Specifically, the relationship will be stronger when 

participants experience greater workplace bullying. 

Public service motivation and self-determination theory 
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PSM is a core construct in public administration research, commonly defined as “an 

individual's predisposition to respond to motives grounded primarily or uniquely in public 

institutions and organizations” (Perry, 1996, p. 6). It is often associated with altruism and 

employees working towards a ‘greater good’ (Perry & Hondeghem, 2008). Researchers 

suggest that employees with high PSM are better suited to work contexts that promote 

prosocial, service-oriented behaviours (Bright, 2008; Kjeldsen & Hansen, 2018), such as 

nursing, where patient outcomes are prioritised. As PSM refers to one’s attitudes to serving 

public interests, it has been conceptualised as a key part of an employee’s identity or self-

concept (Breaugh et al., 2018; Wehrle & Fasbender, 2018). 

There has been much debate surrounding PSM’s malleability; that is, whether it is more 

of a state or a trait. A trait approach is implied in Perry’s (1996) definition of PSM, which 

uses the term “predisposition”, and trait PSM is the consensus among scholarship (Vogel & 

Kroll, 2016). This suggests that PSM is something that employees enter the workforce 

already possessing, whereby people who are already higher in PSM are more likely to work 

in public service as they have an innate desire to serve the public anyway.  

However, it is important for researchers to exercise caution when approaching the trait 

versus state debate, particularly as research indicates that social contexts, like the workplace, 

can affect one’s individual differences (Smallfield & Kluemper, 2021). Psychologists 

emphasise that self-concepts (i.e., their identities or evaluations of self) are dynamic and 

changing as a result of self-reflection and “feedback from the social world” (Jordan et al., 

2015). Researchers have established evidence for some malleability of constructs 

traditionally viewed as stable (e.g., Jordan et al., 2015; Robinson, 2009). Consequently, there 

has been a parallel research stream examining the malleability of PSM. Scholars recognise 
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that PSM, as a dynamic part of one’s identity, can change through events in one’s life1 and at 

work, such as when experiencing workplace mistreatment.  

We propose that PSM has trait-like properties but can be shaped by environmental 

feedback. Moynihan and Pandey (2007) discuss how PSM is used to understand people’s 

motives for pursuing public-facing or non-profit work that is stressful, but not necessarily 

highly compensated. These motivational characterisations have led some to examine PSM 

within an SDT framework (see review by Vandenabeele et al., 2014). According to 

Vandenabeele (2007), PSM is the individual-level internalisation of an organisation’s public 

values and is promoted when organisational environments fulfil basic psychological needs. 

When environments respond positively to employees’ psychological needs, employees are 

more likely to internalise public service values (i.e., report higher PSM). Such 

conceptualisations of PSM suggests a degree of malleability and, like SDT, emphasise the 

role that the (social) environment has on shaping PSM (e.g., Corduneanu et al., 2020).  

Scholars have highlighted the role of leadership in influencing PSM, hypothesising that 

employees are likely to model leaders’ values, attitudes, and behaviours (e.g., Newman et al., 

2017, for ethical and servant leadership). The role of leadership in PSM has also been 

explained from an SDT perspective, as leaders can help employees meet their basic 

psychological needs, which in turn leads to internalisation of public-serving motivation 

(Jensen & Bro, 2017). For example, Schwarz and colleagues (2020) found that employee 

PSM is positively related to their supervisors’ public leadership behaviours and will emulate 

these public-serving behaviours themselves.  

There appears to be considerably less research on how PSM is affected by negative 

events or forms of leadership, as research has typically focused on the positive effects of 

 
1 At the most basic level, Vogel and Kroll (2016) found that PSM changes with age and 

organisational tenure.  
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positive leaders. In addition, there is a lack of research on what occurs when leadership does 

not satisfy psychological needs in relation to the maintenance or development of PSM. It is 

therefore imperative for researchers and practitioners to gain a more well-rounded 

understanding of PSM’s malleability by examining how it can be shaped by negative events, 

like abusive supervision. One can imagine that employees experiencing abuse are less likely 

to take notice of public values (if they perceive any at all) and are also less likely to 

internalise them, leading to a decrease in PSM.  

The general thesis among public administration scholars, and within empirical public 

administration studies, is that job satisfaction is an outcome of PSM (Andersen & Kjeldson, 

2013; Bright 2008; Steijn 2008). That is, working in public service jobs fulfils and ‘makes 

use’ of employees’ PSM needs, resulting in higher job satisfaction (Breaugh et al., 2018). 

Rather than PSM shaping attitudes to the job, we argue that employees’ attitudes toward their 

job actually work to develop and shape their PSM. Highly satisfied employees, for example, 

may feel more willing and motivated to serve the public and deliver high quality public 

services. For public servants, these acts often represent the essence and purpose of their job. 

If they are not satisfied with their job, public employees may lack motivation to fulfil the 

public-oriented tasks of that job, and feel disconnected from its wider purpose. We elaborate 

on this relationship further, in relation to SDT, below.  

As greater job satisfaction can be operationalised in SDT as the outcome needs being 

met (Deci et al., 2017), we propose that it is a proxy variable of need fulfilment and an 

antecedent to PSM, or the internalisation of organisational values. That is, events that impact 

employees’ perceptions of their immediate job role, which would affect wider perceptions, 

such as towards their organisation or their occupational values, like PSM. In the case of 

workplace mistreatment, targets would perceive worse job satisfaction as their needs are not 

fulfilled, which in turn leads to less motivation around generally serving public interests.  
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The idea of events affecting first one’s immediate job situation and then influencing 

wider attitudes is akin to the spillover effect, a well-documented phenomenon whereby 

perceptions from one domain transfer to another (Pierce et al., 2016). While a majority of 

spillover research focuses on job attitudes affecting family attitudes, or vice versa, research 

also shows that role-specific attitudes, like job satisfaction, can influence wider attitudes in 

the work domain. A study by Mafini and Dlodlo (2014) of public sector employees found a 

relationship between job satisfaction and external work motivation. A study by Egan and 

colleagues (2004) found that organisational culture was indirectly related to learning transfer, 

via job satisfaction, suggesting a mediating mechanism whereby positive (or negative) events 

influence proximal attitudes, such as towards one’s job, and then affects more distal 

outcomes, such as one’s intention to transfer skills to work.   

Hypothesis 2: Abusive supervision will have a negative indirect effect on PSM via job 

satisfaction. 

The overall model 

Integrating the above theorisation, we propose a moderated mediation model to explain 

the outcomes of workplace mistreatment in public sector nurses. We argue that mistreatment 

thwarts the fulfilment of employees’ basic psychological needs, and that workplace bullying 

(a further form of mistreatment) exacerbates this effect. This is then operationalised as worse 

job satisfaction. Lower satisfaction in one’s job will then lead to worse PSM as nurses will 

internalise these negative values, attributing them as caused by the institution, which will 

reduce their motivation to embody public service values. Specifically, we hypothesise that 

abusive supervision, a form of vertical mistreatment perpetuated by one’s supervisor or 

leader, is associated with worse job satisfaction and worse PSM. This indirect relationship 
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will be exacerbated if nurses experience another common form of mistreatment, workplace 

bullying (i.e., horizontal mistreatment perpetuated by colleagues).  

Hypothesis 3: The indirect relationship of abusive supervision on public service 

motivation, via job satisfaction, will be moderated by the extent to which employees 

experience bullying, such that the indirect effects will be stronger for employees who 

experience high bullying. 

----- INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE ----- 

Method 

Sample and procedure 

The research team collected data via an Australian market research company, which 

provided access to an online panel that met the study’s target population of Australian public 

sector nurses. The research company acted as a pre-screener to ensure participants met 

sampling criteria, thereby overcoming a potential limitation associated with crowdsourcing 

platforms where participants can lie about their identities (Palan & Schitter, 2018). By 

engaging with third-party research companies in participant recruitment, the research team 

also sought to gain access to employees across a variety of organisations, thereby increasing 

the study’s generalisability compared to traditional sampling methodologies (e.g., Peltokorpi 

& Ramaswami, 2021).  

Participants were emailed two survey questionnaires; the time between both surveys 

was approximately six weeks to reduce potential issues with common method variance (CMV; 

Podsakoff et al., 2003). Participants were assigned a unique identification code used in both 

surveys to match responses and maintain anonymity. 696 participants completed the Time 1 

survey and the final sample consisted of 219 participants (overall response rate = 31.5%), of 

which a majority were female (72.1%) and between the ages of 26 and 30 (32.4%). On 
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average, participants’ job tenure was 3.02 years (SD = 1.23). A majority of participants 

(62.6%) did not hold supervisory positions. We conducted independent samples t-tests and χ2 

tests to compare participants who answered Time 1 only with those who completed both 

surveys. Participants who completed both surveys were more likely to be older (M = 3.99, 

SD = 1.29) than those who completed only T1 (M = 3.66, SD = 1.22), t(708) = 3.27, p 

< .001). There were also significant differences regarding gender, with more females 

completing both surveys (χ2 (1, N = 710) = 5.71, p < .05), and job tenure (χ2 (4, N = 710) = 

19.62, p < .001). This is in line with research on longitudinal and panel attrition, where men 

and younger ages are more likely to drop out (e.g., Frankel & Hillyguys, 2014), which is also 

the case among Australian samples (e.g., Satherley et al., 2015; Young et al., 2006). However, 

we found no significant difference in T1 reported workplace bullying, abusive supervision, 

and job, suggesting that participants who completed only one survey did not have different 

perceptions of mistreatment or job satisfaction compared to those who completed both 

surveys, or vice versa.  

Measures 

Abusive supervision (T1). This construct was measured using Mitchell and Ambrose’s 

(2007) 5-item version of Tepper’s (2000) abusive supervision measure. The scale was 

included only in Time 1, where participants were asked to indicate agreement that their 

immediate supervisor engages in abusive behaviors on a 7-point Likert-type scale (1 = 

“Strongly disagree” to 7 = “Strongly agree”). Sample items include “Tells me I’m 

incompetent” or “Puts me down in front of others.” The Cronbach’s α was .98.  

Workplace bullying (T1). Participants’ exposure to workplace bullying was measured 

in Time 1 using the 9-item Shortened Negative Acts Questionnaire (S-NAQ; Notelaers & 

Einarsen, 2019), which was adapted from the original Negative Acts Questionnaire by 
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Einarsen and Raknes (1997). The S-NAQ asks participants to indicate the frequency that they 

have experienced bullying behaviors in the past six months by answering a 5-point Likert 

scale (1 = “Never” to 5 = “Daily”). All items consist of one bullying behavior, such as 

“Insults” or “Someone withholding necessary information so that your work gets 

complicated.” The Cronbach’s α was .97.  

Job satisfaction (T1). Job satisfaction was measured using the shortened form of 

Brayfield and Rothe’s (1951) scale, consisting of 5 items (Judge et al., 1997). It was included 

in both Time 1 and Time 2 surveys. Participants responded to each item on a 5-point Likert-

type scale (1 = “Strongly disagree” to 5 = “Strongly agree”). Sample statements include 

“Most days I am enthusiastic about my work” and “I feel fairly satisfied with my present job.” 

The Cronbach’s α was .73. While this is a moderate value, we note that two items in the 

measure were reversed, which can lead to lower reliability and may have a slight negative 

effect on model fits (Weijters & Baumgartner, 2012).  

PSM (T2). This was measured using the abridged, global measure of PSM by Perry 

(1996). This unidimensional 5-item scale has been shown to have similar properties as longer, 

multidimensional measures, such as the original 40-item item scale (Wright et al., 2013). 

Participants rated their level of agreement to each item using a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = 

“Strongly disagree” to 5 = “Strongly agree”). Sample items include “Meaningful public 

service is very important to me” and “I am prepared to make enormous sacrifices for the good 

of society.” The Cronbach’s α was .80.  

Covariates. We included several established demographic variables as covariates. In 

line with previous public service research, we controlled for gender, age, supervisory position, 

and tenure (e.g., Leisink & Steijn, 2009; Naff & Crum, 1999). Studies have also shown that 

PSM is influenced by age and tenure (Vogel & Kroll, 2016). Previous research also suggests 
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that these variables also influence perceptions and reactions to abusive supervision and 

workplace bullying (Peltokorpi & Ramaswami, 2019).  

Analysis  

Participant responses were matched across surveys using their unique identifiers. 

Preliminary statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 26. Confirmatory 

factor analysis (CFA) was conducted on the overall model using IBM SPSS AMOS with a 

maximum likelihood estimator; this was done in order to assess the psychometric properties 

of the study’s scales (Einarsen et al., 2018). Hypothesis testing was conducted in SPSS using 

Models 1 (moderation), 4 (mediation), and 7 (moderated mediation) of Hayes’s (2017) 

PROCESS macro v.3.4.1, a popular add-on for testing direct, indirect, and conditional 

indirect effects.  

Results 

Preliminary analyses 

Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations of the study’s 

variables. The correlations confirm that gender was significantly associated with abusive 

leadership (r = -.169, p < .01) and workplace bullying (r = -.204, p < .01), while both age and 

tenure had significant relationships with job satisfaction, abusive supervision, and workplace 

bullying. Workplace bullying and abusive supervision shared a strong correlation (r = .754, p 

< .01), while PSM was significantly correlated only with job satisfaction (r = .433, p < .01).  

----- INSERT TABLE 1 HERE ----- 

We conducted CFA to establish the distinctiveness of our model’s key variables. The 

model fit was evaluated based on the following indices: χ2/df = 2.04, CFI = .96, TLI = .95, 

RMSEA = .07, SRMR = .14. All factor loadings except for the fourth job satisfaction item 
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(which was reverse-worded) were significant. These indices indicate acceptable model fit, 

following the conventional cut-off criteria established by Hu and Bentler (1999). We 

compared this original model fit to alternative models and conducted a series of χ2 

comparison tests to ensure distinctiveness. Results are detailed in Table 2 and suggest that 

our original four-factor model (abusive satisfaction, workplace bullying, job satisfaction, 

PSM) was significantly different than the other models and showed better fit.  

----- INSERT TABLE 2 HERE ----- 

To test the discriminant validity of both workplace mistreatment constructs (workplace 

bullying and abusive supervision), we conducted two CFAs and compared their model fit. 

The two-factor model, which separated abusive supervision and workplace bullying into 

distinct factors, showed better model fit (χ2/df = 1.75, CFI = .99, TLI = .99, RMSEA = .06, 

SRMR = .02) than the one-factor model that collapsed both constructs (χ2/df = 11.28, CFI 

= .85, TLI = .80, RMSEA = .22, SRMR = .08). A χ2 test of difference confirmed that both 

models were significantly different (Δλ2(1)=630.501, p < 0.001). Given the psychometric 

properties of our model, we proceeded to test our hypotheses.  

Hypothesis testing 

Hypothesis 1 states that workplace bullying will moderate the relationship between 

abusive supervision and job satisfaction. Specifically, the relationship will be stronger the 

more employees experience workplace bullying. The interaction was significant (B = .066, p 

< .01, 95% CI[.025, .107]. The moderating effect was stronger at lower levels of workplace 

bullying (-1 SD, effect = -.251, p < .001, 95% CI[-.338, -.165] than at higher levels (+1 SD, 

effect = -.108, p < .01, 95% CI[-.183, -.032], though both were significant, which is contrary 

to our expected direction of moderation. As seen in Figure 2, we plotted the interaction 

effects at +/- 1 SD of the mean moderator score. Job satisfaction was slightly higher in those 
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who experience both high abusive supervision and bullying, compared to those who 

experience high abusive supervision and lower bullying. Thus, although the moderation was 

significant, it did not follow our expected direction and we reject Hypothesis 1.  

----- INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE ----- 

Hypothesis 2 predicted that job satisfaction will mediate the relationship between 

abusive supervision and PSM. Analyses showed a significant indirect relationship between 

the variables (B = -.068, 95% CI[-.103, -.037]), showing that abusive supervision had a 

negative effect on PSM via job satisfaction. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was accepted. The significant 

moderation and mediation thus allow us to continue with a moderated mediation analysis.  

Hypothesis 3 stated that abusive supervision will have a conditional indirect effect on 

public service motivation, via job satisfaction, such that the indirect negative relationship is 

stronger when there is more workplace bullying and is weaker when there is less bullying. 

Analysis of the whole model, illustrated in Table 2, showed a significant index of moderated 

mediation (index = .023, 95% CI[.008, .044], suggesting that the indirect effect of abusive 

supervision on PSM, mediated by job satisfaction, was significant at both high (+1 SD) and 

low (-1 SD) levels of the moderator. Specifically, we found that the indirect effect was 

stronger at lower levels (-1 SD) of workplace bullying (effect = -.089, 95% CI[-.143, -.045]) 

than at higher levels (effect = -.038, 95% CI[-.070, -.009].  

----- INSERT TABLE 3 HERE ----- 

Discussion  

This study aimed to examine the interactive effects of two forms of workplace 

mistreatment, abusive supervision, and workplace bullying, on the attitudinal outcomes of 

Australian public nurses. Specifically, we conceptualise abusive supervision as vertical 

mistreatment, whereby a superior victimises a subordinate, and workplace bullying as 
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horizontal mistreatment, where colleagues typically bully each other. Research has 

consistently indicated that nurses experience mistreatment most frequently from their 

superiors (e.g., Carter et al., 2013; Johnson & Rea, 2009), suggesting that abusive supervision 

may have the strongest impact on target outcomes.  

Drawing upon SDT (Ryan & Deci, 2000), we propose that mistreatment thwarts the 

fulfilment of employees’ three basic psychological needs: autonomy, competency, and 

relatedness. Employees who are targets of vertical workplace mistreatment, also known as 

abusive supervision, will report worse job satisfaction, a proxy measurement for the 

fulfilment of psychological needs, common when applying SDT in work contexts (e.g., Deci 

et al., 2017). This negative effect is accentuated when employees are also experiencing 

mistreatment from another source, such as from their colleagues in the form of workplace 

bullying. 

Drawing from Vandenabeele’s (2007) conceptual work, we also integrated PSM to 

understand how obstructed need fulfilment within one’s job role can influence wider 

motivations towards public service. Specifically, Vandenabeele argues that PSM is the 

individual internalisation of an organisation’s perceived public service orientation. When an 

employee’s work environment is responsive to their psychological needs, the fulfilment of 

which is conceptualised as job satisfaction, employees are more likely to internalise public 

service values and report greater PSM. Interpersonal treatment, a key work environment 

factor, may play a particularly pivotal role in impacting PSM, through satisfying (or 

thwarting) employees’ psychological needs for autonomy, competence and relatedness 

(Goodboy et al., 2017; Jensen & Bro, 2018).  

Employees who experience negative, needs-obstructing events are likely to be 

dissatisfied, leading to less internalisation and worse subsequent PSM. There is thus a 
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spillover effect whereby perceptions of one’s immediate job role influence perceptions of 

one’s sector or occupational values. Summarising these predictions into an overall model, we 

propose that nurses who are targets of abusive supervision are likely to report worse job 

satisfaction and, then, lower PSM. This relationship is strengthened when nurses experience 

simultaneous mistreatment, such as from their colleagues in the form of workplace bullying.  

Consistent with our initial assumptions, we found a negative relationship between 

abusive supervision and PSM, via job satisfaction. In other words, nurses experiencing 

abusive supervision were less satisfied in their jobs, leading them to report less motivation to 

serve the public good. These findings support past research using SDT to explain the 

detrimental effects of vertical mistreatment, like abusive supervision (e.g., Dai et al., 2019). 

That is, mistreatment thwarts the fulfilment of employees’ basic psychological needs, which 

can lead to poorer outcomes like reduced job satisfaction. Moreover, our mediation analysis 

showed that abusive supervision led to worse PSM, via reduced job satisfaction. Our findings 

suggest a spillover effect whereby the dissatisfaction within one’s job, caused by the 

obstruction of psychological needs, goes on to affect wider perceptions of public service. 

This echoes research examining the spillover of work attitudes into wider perceptions (Pierce 

et al., 2016; Rode & Near, 2005). PSM still is confined in the work domain, albeit in a wider 

sense than job satisfaction, so there may be a boundary condition whereby these negative 

outcomes may not influence “overall life attitudes” (e.g., life satisfaction). We can also 

explain this spillover effect by drawing on Vandenabeele’s (2007) conceptualisation of PSM 

as the internalisation of an organisation’s identity and values; this occurs when psychological 

needs are fulfilled. Employees who experience harmful events, like mistreatment, are less 

likely to be satisfied in their jobs and are therefore less likely to take notice of and internalise 

their employers’ public service values.  
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Our moderation, and moderated mediation, results were contrary to our hypotheses. We 

predicted that more bullying would exacerbate the negative relationship between abusive 

supervision at satisfaction, but our findings showed that higher bullying buffered this 

relationship. That is, nurses who reported experiencing simultaneous mistreatment from 

different sources reported greater job satisfaction than those who experienced abusive 

supervision and lower bullying. One would assume a worsening effect from different forms 

of mistreatment occurring simultaneously, such as the ‘resource loss spiral’ phenomenon 

proposed in the Job Demands-Resources literature (Demerouti et al., 2001). We offer several 

explanations for this unexpected finding.  

First, our chosen outcome, job satisfaction, may operate nonlinearly when examined 

with workplace mistreatment. There may be a ‘cut-off point’ whereby experiencing more 

mistreatment does not have any further detrimental effects, especially if abusive supervision 

occurs most frequently. A nonlinear effect echoes findings from Giorgi and colleagues’ (2015) 

investigation of bullying and job satisfaction; they found that, at lower bullying levels, 

employees reported decreased job satisfaction, but this relationship disappeared at higher 

levels of bullying. To explain this, they suggested that employees who experience higher 

bullying may have normalised mistreatment such that extra harmful behaviours are ‘accepted’ 

as part of the organisational culture.  

These observations echo early concepts in social psychology, notably learned 

helplessness, which is a state where targets ‘accept’ their powerlessness as they feel they 

cannot control their surroundings after repeated exposure to negative events like mistreatment 

(Seligman, 1972). Within organisations, Rizvi and Sikand (2020) postulate that learned 

helplessness is ‘learnt’ in unhealthy organisations where leaders fail to empower subordinates, 

which is surely the case in workplaces with endemic mistreatment cultures. In such cases, it 

is understandable that employees subsequently fail to internalise their organisation’s public 
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values. Nurses may become resigned to their destructive environment in a form of learned 

helplessness, learning that such pervasive mistreatment is nothing out of the ordinary and 

become accustomed to it. This may, in turn, lead to nurses tolerating bullying and 

contributing to a culture whereby it is normalised. 

It may also be the case that abusive supervision is more damaging than workplace 

bullying. Therefore, targets may not see ‘additional’ mistreatment (i.e., further and horizontal 

mistreatment) as any worse than what they are already experiencing. This is echoed by a 

recent study suggesting that mistreatment where there is a wider power difference between 

perpetrator and target, such as the hierarchical difference between supervisor and employee 

(Jungert & Holm, 2021).  

Next, other factors influencing nurses’ experience with high levels of multisource 

mistreatment. Nurses in these situations may be protected by factors that mitigate bullying’s 

worsening effect. At the social level, one can imagine that, in workplaces with a greater 

prevalence of bullying, incidents can occur in front of others and provide chances for people 

to intervene. Bystanders who respond constructively to witnessed mistreatment (e.g., standing 

up to perpetrators, reporting incidents) can act as resources targets can draw upon to mitigate 

harmful effects (Ng et al., 2021). While it may be difficult for nurses to stand up to abusive 

supervisors, due to power distances and organisational politics, they may feel more 

empowered to ‘step in’ when it is an equal who is committing bullying. Other social factors 

that are contingent on bullying occurring frequently may also exert such buffering effects, 

though existing research is scant on this topic.  

Theoretical implications 

Our study offers several theoretical contributions that build upon research in both 

workplace mistreatment and PSM. First, we investigated possible interactive effects between 
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mistreatment occurring at different hierarchical levels: abusive supervision and workplace 

bullying. To date, there are few studies that include several mistreatment constructs 

simultaneously to understand their effects. While vertical mistreatment appears to be most 

commonly experienced by nurses (Carter et al., 2013), it is also very likely that nurses can be 

mistreated by peers at the same time, as well as by patients and other public members. Our 

study therefore provides a more holistic understanding of how mistreatment is actually 

experienced in reality, as previous quantitative research has typically focused on one 

construct in isolation.  

Second, our study integrates workplace mistreatment, a research area typically limited 

to organisational behaviour research, and public administration. While both research areas 

have used SDT to explain phenomena (e.g., Goodboy et al., 2020; Vandenabeele, 2007), 

there has been little work to date seeking to combine both research topics despite certain 

similar theoretical underpinnings. The two fields operate on different organisational levels, 

with workplace mistreatment being more individual-level, drawing from behavioural and 

psychological foundations, and public administration taking into account meso- and macro-

level factors. Our study model conceptualiseds PSM as the individual-level internalisation of 

organisational-level perceived values, which offers a fuller picture of how employees operate 

within a wider organisational system.   

Next, we sought to understand the role of mistreatment in influencing PSM. We 

examined the factors that are negatively associated with PSM, a research agenda that has 

recently flourished in the field of public administration, but remains understudied in 

organisational behaviour (Moynihan, 2010; Vandenabeele, 2011). A focus on factors which 

may harm or reduce PSM is an essential part of understanding workplace characteristics 

conducive to its development. 
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Further, our research builds upon the PSM literature contextualised in healthcare. Past 

work has typically conceptualised PSM-relevant stressors as unpleasant characteristics 

inherent within one’s job, such as red tape or work overload (e.g., Giauque et al., 2013; Liu et 

al., 2018). There has been considerably less interest, in contrast, on negative social 

characteristics, like mistreatment, and how they may influence PSM. This is interesting when 

taking into account past work indicating that nurses often experience higher levels of 

mistreatment than other healthcare workers (e.g., Johnson, 2009; Quine, 2001). This study 

therefore attempts to bridge the gap between research in nurses’ workplace mistreatment and 

in nurses’ PSM. Our findings indicated that job satisfaction mediated the relationship 

between abusive supervision and PSM and, in the full moderated mediation model, that this 

indirect relationship was significant when there were low levels of bullying. We extend 

research on job satisfaction as a mediating outcome of abusive supervision, whereby job 

satisfaction predicts and explains further outcomes such as turnover intention (as in Tepper et 

al.’s (2004) study) or PSM (as in our study). As abusive supervision has an indirect effect on 

one’s PSM, findings support previous work that conceptualises PSM as a malleable construct, 

rather than a fixed individual difference (e.g., Jensen & Vestergaard, 2017). PSM’s 

malleability may provide practical avenues for hospital administrators wishing to increase the 

public service orientation of their employees. 

Practical implications 

Nurses and other healthcare employees are prone to experiencing abuse from many 

sources, such as from patients, supervisors, or colleagues (Johnson, 2009). While it is 

difficult for hospitals to control third-party perpetrators (e.g., patients or family of patients), 

hospital managers have more control in addressing mistreatment from staff. Early research 

indicates that other nurses were the most frequent perpetrators of mistreatment (Rowe & 

Sherlock, 2005); this is particularly concerning as targets must interact and work closely with 
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their perpetrators on a regular, even daily, basis, thus increasing the chance of further 

mistreatment. To date, there has been relatively little research on the interactive effects of 

mistreatment coming from different sources, such as from an abusive supervisor or bullying 

colleague. This study sheds light on the effects of multisource mistreatment on the nurses’ 

attitudes towards both their jobs and serving the public.  

Lower levels of PSM have been associated with poorer job appraisal ratings (Naff & 

Crum, 1999), decreased organisational citizenship behaviours (Kim, 2006), and greater 

exhaustion when confronted with stressors (Bakker, 2015). These subsequent effects may 

have vital implications for the quality of patient care. Employees with less PSM are also more 

likely to report turnover intention and to consider leaving government/public service (Naff & 

Crum, 1999; Shim et al., 2015). The latter is especially important for practitioners as many 

countries, including Australia, are experiencing nursing shortages (Haddad et al., 2020; 

Pickering, 2020). Further, some countries have also seen public sector nurses move to the 

private sector due to low pay and poor job satisfaction (e.g., Chan et al., 2013). Hospital 

administrators should thus address workplace mistreatment from different hierarchical levels; 

for example, managers may undergo training sessions to foster supportive behaviours and 

leadership styles, and organisations should develop and advertise transparent and confidential 

procedures for reporting bullying. To support the value of training in hospitals, a recent study 

by Sheehan and colleagues (2020) found that employees’ perceived effectiveness of anti-

bullying HR interventions was associated with lower bullying and less negative attitudinal 

outcomes. 

Practitioners may also wish to apply SDT’s tenets to promote employee well-being and 

reduce psychosocial risks like mistreatment. Interventions should create environments that 

are more conducive to meeting basic psychological needs. Deci and colleagues’ (2017) 

review of SDT interventions have been shown to improve employee attitudes and satisfaction 
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compared to control groups and pre-intervention measurements. While particular methods 

may vary, interventions can involve training leaders, job redesign to promote autonomy, by 

increasing participative decision-making to promote feelings of relatedness and autonomy, or 

by providing supportive feedback and training opportunities to promote feelings of 

competence (e.g., Dysvik & Kuvaas, 2014; Slemp et al., 2021). To account for each 

organisation’s unique context, Lynch and colleagues’ (2005) intervention worked with 

employees and patients of a psychiatric hospital to develop interventions that they believe 

would promote need fulfilment. In the context of workplace mistreatment, practitioners may 

want to especially focus on fulfilling employees’ need for relatedness, such as through 

constructive conflict management training (Einarsen et al., 2018) or by introducing 

networking and support events (e.g., Slemp et al., 2021).  

Limitations and avenues for future research 

While we believe our study offers novel theoretical and practical implications, it has 

limitations that we believe offer avenues for future research. First, our study collected data at 

two time points to address possible issues with CMV (Podsakoff et al., 2003). While there is 

still temporal separation that provides incremental improvements upon a purely cross-

sectional data, best practice suggests that mediation hypotheses measure antecedents, 

mediator, and outcomes at separate time points (Agnuinis et al., 2017; Goldsmith et al., 2018). 

However, including more survey time points may be difficult in practice; it is financially 

burdensome if researchers are paying participants, or logistically burdensome if working with 

real-life organisations. Given the high attrition rate in our survey, which we discuss below, 

further rounds of surveys may lead to even higher attrition and an even smaller final dataset. 

Nevertheless, researchers have suggested other ways to address CMV that do not involve 

more temporal separation. One such method is by using different data sources to measure 

variables (e.g., Jordan & Troth, 2020), such as through self- versus other-ratings or via 
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observation. For example, participants may report their own experiences of abusive 

supervision, which can be analysed alongside group-level workplace bullying perceptions. 

Researchers may also use secondary sources to measure attitudes like job satisfaction, such as 

previous employee surveys. However, given that workplace mistreatment is a sensitive and 

personal issue, it is important for researchers to maintain high levels of confidentiality and 

not ask participants to rate or name any specific colleagues in surveys.  

Second, we note that our study used a market research company to recruit participants. 

The company was able to verify that participants met screening criteria, thereby ensuring a 

level of authenticity in data and preventing participants from falsifying information, as is the 

case with some traditional crowdsourcing platforms (e.g., Sharpe Wessling et al., 2017). 

However, we must acknowledge that using such companies may introduce selection bias into 

our sampling, thus slightly affecting our findings’ generalisability, particularly as we 

provided compensation. Our sample may therefore be skewed towards nurses who have 

Internet access and are familiar with technology.  

We must also acknowledge that we had a relatively high attrition rate between surveys, 

which affects the external and internal validity of findings. Our analyses showed that 

participants who completed both surveys were more likely to be female and older than 

participants who completed only Time 1. There were also significant differences in job tenure. 

While non-random attrition may be a cause for concern, these differences reflect trends found 

in panel and longitudinal attrition research. Within the Australian context, Young and 

colleagues (2006) found that attrition was lower among fluent English speakers, those with 

higher education, and younger cohorts. Nursing is also a stressful sector and participants may 

have had high workloads and stress levels, making them less amenable to completing our 

Time 2 survey in six weeks.  
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Importantly, however, we found that both groups showed no significant differences in 

Time 1 abusive supervision, workplace bullying, or job satisfaction. This suggests that there 

were no significant sample changes that may affect interpretation of our research aims, such 

as participants experiencing more or less mistreatment being more or less likely to complete 

both surveys. Future research must still seek to reduce attrition and understand why 

participants may be dropping out, particularly in surveys examining sensitive topics like 

mistreatment.  

Third, our study drew heavily on SDT and, in line with previous research using SDT at 

work, operationalised job satisfaction as the fulfilment of SDT’s basic psychological needs. 

However, we did not explicitly measure nurses’ perceived autonomy, competence, and 

relatedness, nor did we measure the different types of motivation conceptualised by Deci and 

Ryan (2000). Future research can measure these specific constructs in order to examine 

whether workplace mistreatment has differential effects on each psychological need or 

motivation. For example, one can imagine that workplace bullying, which occurs among 

colleagues, will have a worse effect on feelings of relatedness, while abusive supervision may 

affect autonomy and relatedness more severely. Our study also used spillover effect to 

explain how reduced job satisfaction negatively impacts PSM, but we also did not explicitly 

measure spillover in our surveys. As this may be more difficult to measure quantitatively, 

future researchers may benefit from using qualitative methods to explore our study aims and 

to understand in better depth participants’ experiences of attitudinal spillover.  

Finally, our study featured an indirect relationship between abusive supervision and 

PSM, mediated by job satisfaction. However, we acknowledge that a majority of research 

suggests that PSM is an antecedent of job satisfaction (e.g., Homberg et al., 2015), not the 

other way around. We conceptualise PSM as a malleable trait influenced by negative 

workplace events and employees subsequently failing to take notice of and internalise their 
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organisation’s public values. We hypothesised a spillover effect whereby negative attitudes of 

one’s immediate job influences wider views. Future research can seek to better understand 

the causal relationship between attitudinal outcomes, like job satisfaction, with PSM. This 

can be done, for example, through the use of more intensive longitudinal designs and cross-

lagged analyses. Researchers can also explore PSM’s other effects on employees’ attitudes 

and work experiences, perhaps by adopting more psychological perspectives to ground their 

research. For example, PSM may act as a resource that employees can draw upon when they 

are experiencing negative work events, which draws from the Job Demands-Resource theory 

(Demerouti et al., 2001), or PSM may play a part in the stress appraisal process and help 

employees cope with the aftermath of mistreatment (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Such future 

work can provide a better understanding of PSM at an individual level, supported by 

psychological theory.  

Conclusion 

Nurses are extremely integral players in any healthcare system, and it is a sad reality 

that they are vulnerable to experiencing mistreatment from various sources. These 

experiences can lead to nurses becoming less satisfied with their jobs or even less motivated 

to serve the public. Drawing from SDT’s framework, our study addresses several gaps in our 

understanding of workplace mistreatment by examining the effects of both abusive 

supervision and workplace bullying in nursing and how mistreatment can influence 

attitudinal outcomes concerning the target’s job role and beyond. 
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Figure 1 

Full study model 
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Figure 2 

Plotted interactions of moderation analysis 
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Table 1 

Descriptive statistics and correlations (n = 219) 

 M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Gender 1.72 .449        

2. Age 3.99 1.29 .019       

3. Tenure 3.02 1.23 .009 .535**      

4. Supervisory position 1.63 .485 .109 -.079 .012     

5. Abusive leadership (T1) 3.00 1.87 -.169* -.234** -.255** -.089    

6. Workplace bullying (T1) 2.32 1.09 -.204** -.279** -.213** -.072 .745**   

7. Job satisfaction (T1) 3.48 .742 .003 .284** .160* .051 -.502** -.433**  

8. Public service motivation (T2) 3.75 .696 .002 .108 .017 .013 -.018 .008 .298** 

NB: Gender: 1 = Male, 2 = Female; Tenure: 1 = Less than a year, 2 = 1 to < 3 years, 3 = 3 to < 5 years, 4 = 6 to < 10 years, 5 = Over 10 years; 

Age: 1 = < 18, 2 = 18 to 25 years; 3 = 26 to 30 years; 4 = 31 to 40 years; 5 = 41 to 50 years; 6 = 51 to 60 years; 7 = 60 <; Supervisory position: 1 

= Yes; 2 = No 

** p < .01, * p < .05
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Table 2 

Results of CFA and χ2 tests 

 χ2/df CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR χ2 comparison 

Original four-factor 

model (abusive 

supervision; bullying; job 

satisfaction; PSM) 

 

2.04 .96 .95 .07 .14  

Three-factor model 

(abusive supervision; 

bullying; job satisfaction 

+ PSM) 

 

2.53 .94 .93 .08 .15 Δλ2(3) = 122.022 

p < 0.001 

Two-factor model 

(abusive supervision; 

bullying + job 

satisfaction + PSM) 

 

4.25 .87 .84 .12 .12 Δλ2(5) = 532.516 

p < 0.001 

One-factor model (all 

variables combined) 

6.91 .76 .72 .17 .12 Δλ2(6)=1167.085 

p < 0.001 

NB: df = Degrees of freedom; CFI = Comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis Index; 

RMSEA = Root-mean-square of approximation; PSM = Public service motivation 
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Table 3 

Results of the moderated mediation model (n = 219) 

 Job satisfaction (M) PSM (Y) 

Variable Coefficient SE Coefficient SE 

Tenure -.039 .041 -.016 .044 

Age .103* .040 .032 .043 

Supervisory position .034 .088 .018 .094 

Gender -.133 .096 .046 .103 

Abusive supervision (X) -.332*** .348 .069* .029 

Workplace bullying (W) -.296* .064   

Abusive supervision * 

Workplace bullying 
.066* .021   

Job satisfaction (M)   .355*** .072 

Model M Summary R2 = .33***    

Model Y Summary   R2 = .116***  

Conditional indirect effects of abusive supervision (X) on PSM (Y) via job satisfaction (M) at 

high and low levels of workplace bullying (W) 

Workplace bullying Effect Boot SE Boot 95% CI 

Low levels -.089 .025 -.143, -.045 

High levels -.038 .016 -.070, -.009 

Note: PSM = Public service motivation.  

X = Independent variable; M = Mediator; W = Moderator; Y = Dependent variable.   

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 

 


